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	Autonomic computing seeks to render computing systems as self-managed. In other words, its objective is to enable computer systems to manage themselves so as to minimise the need for human input. Autonomic computing as an approach is guaranteed to change the way software systems are developed. Indeed, this new fi eld is addressing some of the issues resulting from the ever-increasing complexity of software administration and the growing diffi culty encountered by software administrators in performing their job effectively.

	

	This book provides a practical perspective on autonomic computing. Implementing self-managed systems remains a true challenge today. Thus, beyond giving necessary explanations about the objectives and interests of autonomic computing, this book goes through the different software engineering techniques that are currently available for organising and developing self-managed software systems. In summary, this book uniquely:

	

	• Provides a structured and comprehensive introduction to autonomic computing with a software engineering perspective, as far as we are aware this is the fi rst book to do so

	

	• Presents highly up-to-date information on techniques implementing selfmonitoring, self-knowledge, decision-making and self-adaptation

	

	• Provides a downloadable learning environment and source code that allows students to develop, execute and test autonomic applications at an associated website

	

	Authors have created the aforementioned learning environment and placed it on a web page that will be regularly updated. The environment represents an autonomic pervasive computing application that simulates a digital home . A dedicated development environment has been designed around this; it allows the student to execute autonomic code in a runtime simulation that provides concrete, visual feedback of the behaviours illustrating what the student has programmed.

	

	This book is aimed at students and practitioners working on software projects where system self-management would redress maintenance complexity and cost issues. Several aspects of this book have been tested in a classroom, which makes this book ideal for a 10-week lecture programme.
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The Analyst's Reveries: Explorations in Bion's Enigmatic ConceptRoutledge, 2019

	
		While the use of the analyst’s own reveries in work with patients has increased in recent times, there has been little critical inquiry into its value, and the problems it may lead to. The Analyst's Reveries finds increasing veneration for the analyst’s use of their reveries, while revealing important...
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Objective-C for iPhone Developers, A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Essential Skills--Made Easy!


	Create your own iPhone and Mac OS X applications with ease. Objective-C for iPhone Developers: A Beginner's Guide shows you how to use the Objective-C programming language, Apple's Foundation framework, the iPhone SDK, and the Xcode development environment. The first stop for aspiring...
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Rifaximin: A Poorly Absorbed Antibiotic: Pharmacology and Clinical Use (Chemotherapy)Karger, 2005

	Reprint of: Chemotherapy 2005, Vol. 51, Suppl. 1 Rifaximin is a semisynthetic rifamycin which is not absorbed from the gastrointestinal tract. It has been available in Europe and other countries for several years, and has recently been approved for treatment of traveler’s diarrhea in the United States. Because of its broad spectrum of...
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The Evolution of Spanish Past Forms (Routledge Studies in Hispanic and Lusophone Linguistics)Routledge, 2021

	
		The Evolution of Spanish Past Forms examines how Spanish past forms have changed diachronically.

	
		With examples from Medieval Spanish, Golden Age Spanish, and Modern Spanish literary works, this book demonstrates how language is dynamic and susceptible to change. The past forms considered here include the...
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Java Projects - Fundamentals of Java 18.9 - Second Edition: Practical projects to get you up and running with Java 18.9Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to build scalable, resilient, and effective applications in Java that suit your software requirements.

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore advanced technologies that Java 11 delivers such as web programming and parallel computing
	
			Discover modern programming paradigms such as...
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C++ Programming: Program Design Including Data StructuresCourse Technology PTR, 2008

	WELCOME TO THE FOURTH EDITION OF C++ Programming: Program Design Including Data
	Structures. Designed for a two semester (CS1 and CS2) C++ course, this text will provide a breath
	of fresh air to you and your students. The CS1 and CS2 courses serve as the cornerstone of the
	Computer Science curriculum. My primary goal is to motivate and...
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